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About This Game

The Terrans have been at war with the Gammulan race for years. In an attempt to change the tide of war and take the battle to
the enemy the Terran military body, Galactic Command (GALCOM), has launched an all out attack on the Gammulan

homeworlds.

The events that take place in Angle Of Attack occur during the final days of the air campaign of the assault on LV-115 - an
important planet used by the Gammulans for military purposes and as a staging area for their assault on GALCOM forces.

The GALCOM forces, locked in a lopsided air campaign, made the decision to load the 'planet killer' R.A.N.D.O.M. weapon
aboard the GCV-Excalibur for its ill-fated mission.

GAMEPLAY HIGHLIGHTS

No fancy console gimmicks here. Full 3D cockpits, advanced futuristic avionics and weapons delivery systems provide
total immersion that air combat jocks have come to expect. Situational Awareness (SA) is the key to survival in a fluid
battle for survival in which only your skills — not gimmicks — stand between fun and your will to continue the fight.

Sixteen intense air and ground tactical strike missions in a variety of weather conditions, both day and night. Run each
mission individually or in sequence as a single, seamless campaign.

Play the whole campaign and each of the missions using any of the four fighters. Each craft has unique properties and
weapon systems, providing exceptional replay value.
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Full combat wing command with an intuitive orders-interface system to lead your flight wing.

16 player PVP deathmatch and team deathmatch as well as four player co-op multiplayer. Host and join a game using a
single instance.

Fully integrated in-game document viewer with quick access to game commands, manual and tutorial documents.

TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS

Advanced SM 3.0 shader based graphics engine with native support for 4:3, 16:9 and 16:10 widescreen ranging from
standard 720p (1280x720) and 1080p (1920x1080) resolutions up to 1680x1050. Supports various climate zones,
weather conditions, dynamic twenty-four hour time of day variations, realistic day/night lighting and atmospheric
conditions as well as real-world cloud layer conditions and effects. All beautifully rendered with full High Dynamic
Ranging lighting and various Shader Model 3.0 shader effects.

Large seamless game world covering over 400 sq. km of varying terrain featuring high definition Digital Elevation Maps
which look stunning at any altitude.

Advanced planetary terrain engine which uses high definition terrain height maps. Unlike other similar products which
feature high-res maps at high altitude while being ugly and blurry at low altitudes, our latest technology is pixel perfect
up to 2m/pixel for ground-zero (fps, vehicles) play using advanced geo-morphing techniques while still looking brilliant
at medium to high altitudes.

This is the aerial combat based companion title to our other game, All Aspect Warfare.
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Title: Angle of Attack
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
3000AD
Publisher:
3000AD
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core CPU (Intel Pentium 4 3.4Ghz, AMD Athlon 64 X2 3.0GHz or faster

Memory: 1 GB

Graphics: 256MB GPU with Shader Model 3 nVidia GeForce 7900 / ATI Radeon X1300 or faster

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0 March 2009 Runtime

Hard Drive: 600 MB

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible (on-board or add-in)

English
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Really nice hidden object game with tons of bonus economy stuff to do between levels. You can plow fields and plant different
fruits\/veggies a la farmville, you can raise farm animals, you can choose all sorts of upgrades to add to your farm (with multiple
versions of each depending on the style you like). There's a market that your customers come to and you can set the prices of all
your products. You can even get quests from people for items to search for. It's surprisingly deep for a hidden object game. I
feel like I spend more time farming than searching for hidden objects. And the writing is surprisingly funny! I think I saw a
sequel to this somewhere, hope it comes to Steam.. absolutely horrible.. This is not worth $50......I'd pay $20....maybe $30.....its
bland and repetitive after 1 hour....pretty bummed cuz I wanted to like this, I really tried to like it, and it's a 10 mission 1 button
game ....refunding. It's an amazing example how not to do VN. Moreover, I can proudly define this steam product as a complete
pile of trash. Some of you may ask: What this game(?) has to do with flowers? Maybe it somehow connected to the girl's best
and worst memories. Or maybe it immersed in the storytelling. And a blooming flowers symbolise the character growth of the
main Heroine? Ahaha. The Answer is simple. No, no, and once more no. She doesn't grow. None of them. It looks fake and
cheap as they express themselves and their feelings for eachother.

First of all, the Choice System. It's a junk. It's a standart 'answer what she likes' system. What do you say? You have personal
preferences? You honestly answer to some in-game tests we put in the game especially to get +1 Affinity for your best (best of 1
i suppose) girl? Do you have your personal opinions on the matter? Oh FFS, stop jerking around, Just open this goddamn Steam
Guide and lick it up. You know we've got a lot of girls here, oh, and you can't date them we are sorry. We've done a gud story
for you here you know. Oh you can't appreciate our perfect 'true' ending without a Guide?? So Sad.. And we Sure know you
liked 'game over' letters across your screen, especially when the story reaches climax in the end. Seriously? Game Over? What is
this, Dark Souls? You telling me I died from the choices or something like that? Oh, your poor little mind just didn't come up
with the ending, right? And you tried to give me this 'game over' nonsense because players like when fed up with a shet, right?
Well, let me tell you something very interesting and new to you. What's the point of choices if you stop Narrating and cut the
story in shreds instantly when player chooses something what you think is wrong, you rеtаrdеd piece of shet. Just do like the
normal people do. Create a Kinetic Novel instead of embarrassing trash like this.

So what about girls? What a Surprise! All of them wanna go out with a main protagonist generic gloomy and "mysterious" emo
bitсh. Oh, look at me! I am so introverted and cannot get friends and that's why i sad, Nobody likes me, My stepmom abused me
right on my piano. Yeah, you are so complex. How can you even exist? Oh Wait. You are not, Miss Cliche.

You know. I, personally, like detective elements in the games, like Batman and L.A.Noire. Solving the case.. It is often hard
thing to do and at the same time very entertaining in the process. Well again, not in this game. Not even in the slightest. You
actually think what the hell was this after processing through one of them and analyzing what just happenned. It's not logical. It's
not entertaining. It just serves as a faint excuse for Sh (Her name is Suoh but from now on i gonna call her like this) to fu ck
around and tell everyone how smart and unusual dumpster she is. You don't even know how much times per minute my palm
gently laid on my bewildered face during these genius riddles. Because it's SO irritating that you should know some nonsensical
shet to progress through them. For example, DID YOU KNOW THAT THE ITALY AND THE ROME IN PARTICULAR
HAS MORE CHRISTIANS THAN AMERICA, HUH? So goood, so interesting, so breathtaking, SO TRUE. Would be
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detective for my lifetime if there were only these types of questions. Or one more, THE UNLUCKY NUMBER IN THE
ITALY IS 17. You little fu ckers should know that, don't you agree??? How? Why? And, most importantly, what should i do
with this information? The idea was so good, VN with detective elements. And you burried it alive before it's even born.

Couple of words about the ending. It is, officially, the most stupid thing i have ever seen my entire life. Thank you very much
for expanding my horizons of the unknown.

As for the Artworks, The only shining light in this Dark Abyss of Meaninglessness. Ah, They are actually Very Cool and Superb
looking. God blessed your team with a talented guys and you just ruined everything from the story point, very funny.

Not gonna describe all the spinelessness of Sh and The Best Girl. And that girl, Rikka, the one with autism. let's just stay silent a
little bit for her.

Postscriptum

It's really funny to read the fancy description of that VN.
Speaking of which, That's a Yuri Novel we are talking about.
Yeah it's like a precaution that says 'Warining! Contains A lot of рussу drama'
Can't describe how much i hate this novel. It's odd, especially because I liked the alike one called 'Highway Blossoms' very
much. It's strange since the main characters have that similarity with the dead family members and a psychological trauma.
However, HB is not some school pity drama with a rеtаrdеd girls. It's both fun and sad well-paced novel with a well-written
characters, dialogues and a completed story.
Returning to the point..
Yes, i know this is a series of VN's we are talking about here. And that one is first in a row.
Also, can anyone explain me why the hell i should give it any indulgences since it is a one quarter of a full story? At this
moment in time I can only say what i've seen so far and hope that following ones won't go any lower than this (it's almost
impossible hehe). So that I reviewed it as a Standalone Steam Product.
They could at least write 'to be continue' at the end but..
..but this is so weak that I couldn't help myself but writing this agonizing review.
In the end who am I to tell You what to do with your own money?
But, personally, I wouldn't recommend this product to anyone looking for a good clever VN. Just for the guys who love
Nekopara and braindead stuff like that =). Breached is an interesting, short-form exploration game merged with a interactive
novel. It tells the story of a mysterious protagonist waking up from cryosleep on a barren planet. Using a hyperlinked written
personal log section and by taking control of remote drones in a 3D world, you unravel the mystery of the main character's life
and try and repair critically-damaged systems before time runs out.

This is a short game, 1-2 hours per attempt, but it does have some replayability. There is a very zen-like quality to the
exploration phase, and as you cruise of the desert, taking in the sights, I got a bit of a Race The Sun vibe. The story, while
intriguing, is a little disjointed due to the nature of a personal log. Once you get the fuller picture, though, and it makes sense, I
found it satisfying.

Overall, if you come to the game with the right expectations, I think you will find Breached is an interesting, zen-like, indie
game that is enjoyable for the few hours you'll play it.. I am very dissapointed with this as I have purchased it but have not got
an activation key to make it work... and that was after I paid for it. If anyone can help though, I'd appreciate it as it looks like a
good, value for money product. If only it could work.. A real classic Tycoon game with a suprinsing deep economic system and
fun gameplay. Everything a Tycoon should be. The original is much better than the remake. Good story, MoaCube never
dissapoints when it comes down to visual novels.. absolute worth for 0,99€ .. It´s kinda funny game with good music
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OuR MF PRAYERS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED
ZEEBRUH LUSUS IS A FU<KING ZEEBRA
HAHA YES
now all we need is for him to be punched in the face and all the possible prayers will be answered
polypa is lit too. only 2 players in this game. I like it. A must own if you have a Vive. Works great with a Steam Controller too.
10/10 would stare into the sun to this glorious soundtrack again!. not the quality I usually expect from artifex mundi - graphics
and voice acting are not very good. can't recommend.. I've had a great time playing this game so far and am looking forward to
seeing what the devs add after it goes into Early Access. Gathering resources sometimes seems like a struggle, but not an
unmanageable one. Bandits can be a pain but you can equip your citizens with the guns they drop and get up a posse to go after
them before they have a chance to get comfortable outside your town borders. Armed citizens can also help out with the
occasional bear or wolf that decides to chew on a townie. Love watching the characters, especially the undertaker, go about their
business.

Note: I received a key from the developers to create YouTube and Twitch content.. A very densly packed, atmospheric,
depressing gem of a game. We encountered no serious bugs (except one design flaw as of January 2019 which should be
mentioned), which makes this game even more of a little marvel considering that apparently there is only one person developing
it. KUDOS! So, we really loved the game for what it is. There are just two things in the current state.
1) The end is rather underwhelming considering the tension built up beforehand. Maybe some more elaboration? (If that does
not invalidate your point.)
2) There is a "currency" of nuts. We got all the clothes for the robot, which cost nuts. We also lowered all the bridges, which
costs nuts. We did everything that costs nuts. Only to end up with not enough of them of complete the final ... thing. So current
players beware: keep good stock of your nuts and don't spend them liberally until you found the final ... thing. Ultimately, rather
than playing the game from the start, we finally found the ONE english speaking YouTuber that made it through the game, and
watched the end there. While such things shouldn't happen, considering there is only one developer, there's still a thumbs up
from us.

And ... thank you for the cute Christmas present!. Surprisingly good game. Very entertaining and for less than 5\u20ac, it's a
catch.

If you dont use the hint button a lot and if you try the advance mode, it's more fun to play and you prolong the gameplay.

All in all, a very clever game with lots of puzzles, amazing searching of things\/clues and interesting enough plot to make you
keep playing on.

Warning, it has four areas to search\/play and stops there with a "to be continued"...sadly I wanted more areas to play and find
out the secrets behind the story which takes place in Old New Orleans...well, patience till the next installment or update.. This is
a good game, but, it is hard. I was about to beat the Persians, then Alexander died... You ony get 100 turns, and Alexander dies
around the age of 50? I think? I don't know but, You cannot play as Persia, from what I know. But if you do a custom battle, you
can fight as or against India, but so far, I don't know if you can.
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